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Following a burst of war in Ukraine, 366 Concept engages into 
a collaboration with Ukrainian brand Buro150. We become its 
production and distribution partner in the European Union. 
Three products designed by buro150 will now be produced at 
the local Polish workshops and available for purchase at the 
366 Concept online store for the individual clients as well as 

for the business clients in Europe.

DESIGN FOR UKRAINE:  
366 CONCEPT PARTNERS WITH buro150
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„We are inspired by a modernism design movement. We truly believe in the 
unbreakable connection of form and function. In our designs, we pursue visual 
simplicity, which comes alongside a paradox that nothing is more complicated 

than to keep design simple.”

Buro150 was founded by Vadym and Lisa in early 2013 in Kyiv, Ukraine. 
Holding onto one of the core Bauhaus ideas of form following function,  

a creative duo started by making hand-crafted furniture. During the 9 years 
of working in the furniture business buro150 have collaborated with many 
architects and interior designers, including Yana Molodykh, Emil Dervish, 

Rina Lovko and Natalie Dubrovska. In 2018 the Finn Storage System 
designed by buro150 got awarded with the Ukrainian Design Very Best  

Of Award in the category of furniture design.

ABOUT buro150
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PILOTIS STORAGE SYSTEM
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PILOTIS  
STORAGE SYSTEM
Story behind:
Designed in 2020 by Vadym Borysenko from 
buro150. A shelving system with maximum 
functional flexibility, so everyone could adapt it 
for their own needs. Available in small and large 
version.

Dimensions:  204 x 100 x 30 cm (small version),  
204 x 177 x 30 cm (large version)

Material:  solid oak wood, oak veneered plywood 
with solid oak edging
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SAMBA DESK

Story behind:
Lightweight writing desk with asymmetric design. 
Drawer partition is two-sided: two drawers on 
wooden runners on one side and a small open 
storage on the other side. A perfect companion to 
creative work. 

Dimensions:  W 1400 X H 750 X D 600 cm
Material:  solid oak wood, oak veneer
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DINING TABLE BR1
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DINING TABLE BR1

Story behind:
Round table with solid wood tabletop. Features 
sculpted legs with smooth profile. The legs 
assembly feels light and thin but it is sturdy and 
rigid in reality. There are no hard edges at all, so 
it’s very satisfying to interact with and aditionally, 
it gives lightness and elegance to the interiors.

Dimensions:  diameter 110 cm, height 75 cm
Material:  solid oak/ash wood
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DINING TABLE BR2

Story behind:
Dining table with solid wood tabletop. This is 
rectangular variation of BR1 model. It features 
sculpted legs with smooth profile with additional 
double stretcher. All profiles are organically 
shaped with a smooth transitions from element to 
element. Available in three different sizes: 160, 180 
and 200 cm.

Dimensions:  W 160/180/200 x D 90 x 75 cm
Material:  solid oak wood


